Application Guide for 2021 "Chinese Bridge" online winter camp of
Jinan University
Since the COVID-19 outbreak, students from all over the world have been affected.
In order to meet the learning needs of overseas Chinese learners, Jinan University has
been offering online Chinese courses for overseas Chinese learners and since early 2020,
making full use of internet technology and digital teaching methods to ensure that
international students will not stop studying during the epidemic.
Jinan University is supported by the Center for Language Education and
Cooperation to hold the "Chinese Bridge" online winter camp in 2021. Outstanding
students from all over the world are welcome to join the camp.


AOOLICANTS QUALIFICATION
Non-Chinese, with a strong interest in Chinese language learning and Chinese
culture.


APPLICATION TIME
December 25th 2020 to January 20th 2021



WINTER CAMP CATEGORY

Chinese language study: The evolution of Chinese language and Characters
Based on Chinese language teaching and centered on the experience of Traditional
Chinese culture, it aims to provide overseas students with the basic knowledge of
phonetics, Chinese characters and vocabulary, as well as the ability training related to
HSK test. Through some "Chinese character stories", Chinese character culture courses
and animation videos, students can understand the evolution process of Chinese
characters, understand the functions of Chinese characters, enhance the "sense of
shape" of Chinese characters and enhance their interest in learning Chinese characters.

Through a series of teaching of the course of Chinese traditional culture, for overseas
students to understand the connotation of traditional culture, value and significance, in
order to increase the diversity of culture courses and the interest, the project will set up
cultural experience activities, such as "online lecture", "interactive online culture",
"cultural microscope" and other forms of online courses and live events, let the student
through deeply understand the value of Chinese excellent traditional culture
connotation.
Main courses: Communicative Chinese, HSK elementary course,
Interesting learning of Chinese Characters, Chinese Urban Culture
Chinese Idiom stories, Chinese paper cutting


CAMP TIME
January 21th to 29th, 2021



ONLINE STUDY PLATFORM
Chinese Plus online live-broadcasting platform: https://www.chineseplus.net
Chinese bridge website: http://bridge.chinese.cn/online/camp



APPLICATION PROCESS
i. Log in to the "Chinese Bridge" website and enter the "Online Experience Platform
of Chinese Bridge Delegation online of Jinan University" for registration.
“Chinese language study” registration link
http://bridge.chinese.cn/online/camp/camp/1092/accounts/blinding/10013
(For detailed registration procedures, please refer to the "Registration Guidelines")

ii. Fill the registration link form Jinan University.
Registration link: https://jinshuju.net/f/Pv0DXv


APPLICATION DOCUMENTS
1) Personal Information page of valid passport.
2) Certificate of Chinese Proficiency (if you have.)
(The above information should be scanned and uploaded to the registration website.)



CONTACT
Office of International Exchange and Cooperation, Jinan University
College of Chinese Language and Culture, Jinan University
Email：international@jnu.edu.cn, ohwy@jnu.edu.cn
Tel：+86-20-85220457 / +86-20-87205925
Contactor: Mr.Guo/Ms.Fang/Ms.Li



Brief introduction of The organizers
Jinan University, established in 1906, is the first national university under the joint

guidance of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office and Education Ministry of the State Council
of P. R. China. It is also the first Chinese university to enroll overseas Chinese and foreign
students. With the largest number of overseas students on campus, Jinan University enjoys a
well-earned reputation as the paramount academy for overseas Chinese and is one of the top
100 universities under the Key Construction Project of the 21st Century of China. The College
of Chinese Language and Culture of Jinan University (CCLC) has always dedicated itself to
the education of Chinese language and culture, Teaching Chinese to Speakers of Other
Languages as well as the pre-university education for overseas students. In June, 1993, the
college was founded by the authorization of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office and the
Education Ministry of the State Council of P. R. China, and became one of the many colleges
of Jinan University. It was composed of Guangzhou Overseas Chinese School (established in
1953), Department of Teaching Chinese as a Second Language of Jinan University (established
in 1985), and the Department of Pre-university Education (established in 1925). CCLC has now
developed into the "National Academic Base of Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language", the
"National Academic Base of Chinese Language and Culture" and one of the "Key Institutions
of Facilitating Chinese Teaching in Neighboring Countries".

